Simple Individual Stokenchurch Player Protocol for Covid 19 affected matches.

The player:Should expect that the club has done its utmost to make sure the pre-match, match and postmatch activities are carried out in an environment that is safe, particularly with regards the
impact of Covid 19.
Carries their own duty of care to respond, react and conduct themselves in a safe manner that
will not put at risk any other player or visitor to the cricket club.
Before leaving home for the match, must make sure they have no Covid 19 symptoms. Details of
these symptoms are on the government website. For the avoidance of doubt if a player feels ill
in anyway DO NOT ATTEND the game. It would be helpful to let your captain know if you fall ill
before the match.
Understand that the game is being played under exceptional and unusual circumstances that
haven’t been experienced before in the lifetime of most players and therefore understand that
flexibility and forbearance with the new playing conditions brought about by Covid 19 will be
necessary.
Provide the captain with full contact and latest details to assist with governments Track &
Trace system.
Look to observe all Covid 19 guidance on self-conduct particularly with regards social distancing.
Should come changed in whites and bring their own playing kit. They should also carry with them
anti-bacterial hand gel which should be carried in their trouser pockets at all time for use
during the game. They are also advised to bring with them plastic safety gloves and antibacterial wipes to wipe down their kit at appropriate times.
Should bring with them all their own requirements of food, refreshments, drinks etc for the
match.
Should arrive at the game 30mins before play and offer themselves to help with any tasks to
help the game take place.
Should not enter the club-house except to use the single toilet which in this case will be the
present Disabled toilet which is now designated for use by all players and officials. Before
entering the WC Hand-gel will be available on a table located to block the corridor adjacent the
WC. This toilet will be used on a one in, one out basis and will require consideration and respect
for others particularly where matters of culture, gender and age are concerned.
Put their kit in the designated place during the game.
Assist where asked to help with such matters as kit cleaning, ball sanitation and generally
ensuring the game is played safely and in accordance with the ECB guidelines for step 4
matches.
During the game should not spit on the ball, nor break the social distancing guidelines.
When batting make sure backing up and running meets social distancing guidelines. Markers will
be provided on the playing surface to help with this.
If required to assist with moving sight screens then apply anti-bacterial hand gel before and
after this operation.

Wipe clean their kit with anti-bacterial wipes.
Should assist with helping complete general duties involved on completion of the game and
ensure that appropriate use of anti-bacterial materials takes place to ensure safety.
If the bar is open after the game then comply with all guidance in relation to use of the
temporary bar facilities.
Should avoid using cars to get to the ground to help alleviate the inevitable pressure on parking
at the ground as it is likely the opposition will be visiting the ground in more cars than usual.
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